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Rhodes
The sun smiles at this spot on earth almost every day. During the summer the western
breeze cools down the heat, and due to subtropical climate the winters are almost
always mild having long periods of sunshine.
Location and climate
Rhodes is the largest, most populated and most well known of the
Dodecanese islands. It is located in eastern Aegean Sea 18 km from
the west coast of Turkey. It is between the Greek mainland and the
Cyprus. It is covered with forests and it relief consists of hills and low
mountains. The main settlement, which was set up in the ancient
times and grew into modern town, is situated at the far northern end
of the island.
The sun smiles at this spot on earth almost every day. During the
summer the western breeze cools down the heat, and due to

subtropical climate the winters are almost always mild having long
periods of sunshine.

History and sights
The island had an important strategic position in the past which
contributed to its turbulent history. The first settlers were here in
prehistoric times. In the fifth century BC the island took very prominent
commercial position and the city of Rhodes (Rhodos), where the Sun
was worshiped, became an important political, commercial and
religious centre. These golden ages lasted for two centuries during
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which the statute Colossus of Rhodes, one of the Seven Wonders of

Rhodes Old Town – very well preserved medieval settlement

the World, was erected over the harbour. Unfortunately an earthquake

Rhodes Archaeological Museum – the museum displays

destroyed it. In this period the city established the administration and

interesting collection of ancient and early Christian ceramics, mosaics,

advanced on many fields. When it became an ally of Rome the power

statues, sarcophagus, vases, vessels, and more.

of the island weakened. The Christianity was brought to the island

Municipal Gallery - Greek paintings of 20th century

by St. Paul in 57 AD. After the split of the Roman Empire, the island

St. Catherine Hospice – a 14th century building.

Corfu coast

was included in the Byzantine Empire. In 1309 on the island were
established The Knights of the Order of St. John who gave the town
some astonishing building and fortified the island by a wall. Until the
1948 the island was ruled by Ottoman Empire and Italians after which
it was united with Greece.

Rhodes today
One thing is sure in Rhodes – what ever your preferences are, you
will not be bored. There are natural resorts, old monuments, plenty
of options for fun and entertainment. The infrastructure is quite well

There are many historic sites worth seeing in Rhodes:

developed and you will have everything you need whether you decide

Acropolis of Lindos – vivid Hellenistic village part of which was

to stay in a picturesque village or in a town with rich night life.

restored by the Knights.

Do not forget to fulfil your trip with a visit to the impressive Valley of

Acropolis of Ancient Rhodes – here you can see the remains of

the butterflies - it is a wooded valley with small flowing streams and

significant monuments like temple of Athena Polias and Zeus

waterfalls which are covered with the yellow and black wings of the

Polieus, Odeion, Stoa Building, Nymphaia …)

moths in the period from June to September

Ancient Ialyssos and Ancient Kamiros – ruins of the old city

The beaches on the island are spectacular and offer various activities.
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How to arrive?
By plane
Being a prominent tourist destination, the island of Rhodes is quite
well connected with Athens and Thessaloniki. The flight from Athens
lasts about 1 hour. Like with many other tourist destinations, during
the season there are many charter flights. The airport is 16 km from
the City of Rhodes but there are twenty buses per day linking the
airport and the city.
By ferry & hydrofoils
Regular ferry and hydrofoil lines connect Rhodes with other
Dodecannese island and Alexandropoulos, Crete, Cyclades, and
Pireus. There are also ferries to and from Cyprus, Turkey and Israel.
There are five ports on the island: three are located in the City, one in
the west coast near Kamiros and one in east coast near Lardos.
Central Port: a port in the city of Rhodes with domestic and
international traffic
Kolona Port: located opposite the central port, serves intra
Dodecanese traffic and large yachts
Akandia Port: The new port of the island next to the central port
destined both domestic and international traffic.

Kamiros Skala Dock: Some 30 km (19 mi) south west of the city near
Ancient Kamiros ruins serves mainly the island of Halki
Lardos Dock: Formerly servicing local industries, now under
development as an alternative port for times when the central port is
inaccessible due to weather conditions. It is situated in a rocky shore
near the village of Lardos in south east Rhodes.
Island transportation
The buses cover a large part of the island and make an excellent
budget option to visit the island.
Cars and motorbikes
Perhaps the best way to travel across the island and definitely the
best way to see as much of the island and to explore hidden beaches
and coves is to rent a car.
Taxis
When you get here you will see that the cabs are more affordable
than in other countries so you can use them to go to places hardly
reachable by bus or if you need a late night transportation.
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